
KamillaToscana
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Our award-winner Kamilla model has undergone some small changes, still, it radiates a completely new 
atmosphere. The more rustic furniture corpus of wood-effect, the pretty anodized copper handle and 
the painted sectional front provide a real Mediterranean home. The elements Kamilla offers meet all the 
requirements, no wonder that it is one of our most popular furniture. The Kamilla Toscana collection 
can find its place even in the parents’ room. 
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KamillaPolar
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The Polar version of Kamilla flies us from the busy South to the snow-covered North. 
However, what the painted, soft Grey and light oak corpus provides you is not the cold 
of the landscape but the soft warmth of the Northern homes and their practical, cosy 
atmosphere. As if Christmas bells rang in this room all the time…
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EmilyMint
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EmilyLifeStyle



EmilyLifeStyle
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First, it is good to pronounce its name (what a rhythm it has!), but it is simply incompa-
rable to live in it. As for the constant serenity and gaiety. Not less practical this furniture 
made from simple elements but materials of high standards is. Just look at the legs! 
Look at those handles with a pleasant touch! Families with a girl may choose the powder- 
coloured version, while for families with a boy we have made a version decorated with 
panels of skyblue. 

Menta / Mint

Égkék / Skyblue

Púder / Powder

Bükk / Beech
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PoppiCuteCartoon
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Cartoons on furniture! The cutest residents of 
the Poppi room, which can be assembled from 
module elements, are teddy bears and birds deco- 
rating the cabinets. These charming characters 
may inspire innumerable stories depending on 
how the elements are put together. Of course, 
this is only the good property Number Two of 
the Poppi furniture. The Number One is practi-
cality and great variability.
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NemoWhiteClear
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Simplicity is beautiful. Nemo is pure, no-frills, sophisticated furniture assembled with high 
standards. The metal handles give life to the clean, pleasant, light atmosphere, while the prac-
tical, delicate furniture elements that can be fitted between larger cabinets hype up the layout. 
The roomy storage spaces, the graciously smooth surfaces turn the baby’s first room into a 
gorgeous home.
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NemoCaravelle
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The doors and drawers of oak effect are framed by a simple, white colour. The Nemo Caravelle is well 
beyond the world of the traditional pieces of furniture: the oak furniture sheet has a special, old-fash-
ioned effect on the elements. What is more, it is not pushy at all. This solution gives a special elegance 
for the furniture. 
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EloiseLinea
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Who wants to have simple, practical but decorative furniture, choose the Eloise Linea! The elements 
made of white furniture sheets surrounded with self-coloured beech frames and it gives an amazingly 
attractive look for the furniture.  The asymmetrical Eloise Linea shelf with a large cabinet, a cot and a 
chest of drawers – here you are, a decent, trendy room for children. If we wanted to find a new name for 
youthfulness, the Eloise Linea would be the first to come to our mind!
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The Mia products consist of real best-buy elements. Its rich offer of ele-
ments creates various possibilities in the interior design for those who 
choose this moderate but durable model.

MiaWhiteAngel
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Traditional design, hyped up with white fronts. The pure white doors 
and drawers just shine on the furniture corpuses of Sonoma oak-tree 
effect. It is a perfect choice for those who want to choose something 
which is just sligthly different from the „traditional” one. Though the 
Mia PopUp has a moderate design but there is something extravagant 
in it. Well, it looks good.
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MiaPopUp
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Well, what is classic is classic. The Mia has always been a champion in 
our offers but this version made from Sonoma oak furniture panels 
sustains this tradition. This furniture radiates warmth, cosiness and 
the time soon comes when the child closes the door and just laze and 
laze around… It will be good to pay attention to him/her a little.
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MiaLazyAngel
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